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The chapters of this volume represent the majority of Professor Carbonneau’s
scholarly writings on the subject of international commercial arbitration. They
reflect his interest over the course of thirty years of law-teaching in international
litigation, comparative law, and-of course - international arbitration. Some of the
chapters are of a recent vintage, while others were written a decade or two ago.
Whatever their date of production, the chapters have a continuing professional
interest. Each addresses some of the major issues of trans-border arbitration
law. A number of chapters emphasize the importance of courts in developing and
maintaining a legal culture that is hospitable to arbitration. The work of the
courts has been instrumental to the reception of arbitration in the United States
and in several European jurisdictions. The courts can “make or break” arbitration
by upholding arbitration agreements and enforcing arbitral awards. Other
chapters underscore that arbitration can operate as a complete legal system. It
not only provides workable trial procedures, but arbitrators can also create law in
their rulings. With the addition of an internal arbitral appellate mechanism,
arbitrations can function with almost absolute independence. The world law on
arbitrations seems to favor the “a-national” and “a-juridical” operation of the
arbitral process. A few of the chapters recognize that arbitration is being
increasingly employed to resolve political or mixed political and commercial
disputes. Investment arbitration and BITs are the most recent expression of this
development; it had been apparent in WTO and NAFTA dispute resolution. The
Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal presented the first great occasion for assessing the
vocation of arbitration in a mixed dispute situation. While arbitration has made
significant inroads in this area, political sovereignty remains resistant to the
imposition of limitations. In many less visible “political” cases, determinations
are nonetheless made and rendered enforceable. The concluding chapters
address more specific developments in the field of ICA. A number of cases point
to the strong, perhaps overweening, support of the judiciary for arbitration. The
courts in some jurisdictions support arbitration unequivocally and are bent upon
a single outcome no matter the impact on doctrine. Lawyer presence in the
arbitral process has lead to increased formalization in some proceedings. The
“judicialization” of arbitration tilts the process toward the protection of rights
and hinders its ability to function effectively and reach finality. Lawyers can
readily misunderstand and undermine the gravamen of arbitration. The
concluding chapters also establish that the UK Arbitration Act 1996 is one of the
world’s outstanding arbitration statutes. It rivals and bests the UNCITRAL Model
Law on ICA and is the equal of the French codified law on arbitration. Finally, the
express text of the New York Arbitration Convention appears to have been
altered significantly by court practice. The possible limitations of national law
have been neutralized and the provisions of the Convention articulate a truly
trans-border regulation of the enforcement of awards. In sum, the chapters in this
book reflect the author's lifetime work in the area of international arbitration and
are required reading for all those practicing in the field- law students, arbitrators,
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academics and practicing lawyers.
A Practical Approach to Alternative Dispute Resolution will appeal to law
students and practitioners looking for a book that deals with the full range of
ADR processes. This comprehensive book covers the core topics on the dispute
resolution module for the BPTC. Its practical focus highlights the key processes
and procedures for each topic.
International arbitration has become the favored method of resolving disputes
between business partners in almost every aspect of international trade,
commerce, and investment. The resolution of a dispute by means of international
arbitration provides the parties with an opportunity to resolve their disputes in a
private, confidential, cost and time efficient manner before a neutral tribunal of
their choice. However, challenges to arbitral jurisdiction have become a common
practice in the field. Resolution of such challenges may significantly delay the
resolution of the parties’ primary substantive dispute, increase overall dispute
resolution costs and even whittle down the benefits of the parties’ bargain to
arbitrate. Accordingly, adopting a proper approach to the resolution of such
disputes becomes crucial to the efficacy of international arbitration as a system
of dispute resolution. The present book provides a comparative analysis of the
practice of three carefully selected legal orders: the English, German and Swiss
and outlines possible ways forward. As the work strikes a balance between
theory and practice, it will appeal to practitioners, researchers, but also students
looking to develop their understanding of the international arbitration field.
This book is an essential resource for any legal practitioner involved in any
aspect of English arbitration law. It provides a thorough annotation of the
Arbitration Act 1996, and contains comprehensive explanations of developments
in the relevant case law to each section of the Act. Since the fourth edition of this
book, the English courts have decided many important new cases on virtually
every aspect of arbitration law. The most important developments relate to: The
growth of anti-arbitration injunctions; The use of freezing injunctions against
third party assets and the availability of anti-suit injunctions in EU proceedings;
The definition of seat, the appointment of arbitrators, choice of applicable law,
jurisdiction, the form of the award and the slip rule; Enforcement of foreign
awards, and challenges to domestic awards by way of jurisdictional attacks,
serious irregularity or error of law In this 5th edition, the notes to each section
contain helpful sub-headings and a new Appendix will contain a fully annotated
version of CPR Part 62 and the Practice Direction. The book will also be useful
for academics and university students of law at all levels seeking an
understanding of the 1996 Act, including those on the Legal Practice Course.
Second Edition
Commercial Conflict of Laws in English Courts
Common Law Perspectives
Key Themes in the Resolution of Construction Disputes
"There should not be a practitioner who does not have a copy ... highly
recommended." —Arbitration When first published, The Arbitration Act 1996:
A Commentary was described by Lord Bingham as "intensely practical and
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admirably user-friendly". It remains the most readable, useful, practical and
user-friendly guide to the Arbitration Act 1996. The courts – particularly the
Commercial and the Technology & Construction Courts – continue to grapple
with many questions relating to the Act, with many judgments reported
since the previous edition was published. While many of these do not add to
the wisdom on this legislation, for the fifth edition the authors have
considered some 330 new cases, resulting in extensive changes throughout
much of the commentary. Many of the cases going to court concern
challenges to awards and as a result the commentary on the relevant
sections of the Act (ss. 67, 68, 70 and 72) has been subject to very
substantial revision indeed. The details of all of these changes are of great
importance to practitioners, whether lawyers or arbitrators. In addition there
have been some significant changes to the Model Law since publication of
the previous edition, which are fully documented and commented upon.
Alterations to the CPR, the new UNCITRAL Rules (2010), the new ICC Rules
(2012) and the new ICE Arbitration Procedure (2010) are also covered.
Written by three practising arbitrators, the fifth edition continues to be the
essential handbook for all concerned with English arbitration.
This book presents a concise account of the English system of civil litigation,
covering court proceedings in England and Wales. It is an original and
important study of a system which is the historical root of the US litigation
system. The volume offers a comprehensive and properly balanced account
of the entire range of dispute resolution techniques. As the first book on this
subject to be published in the USA, it enables American lawyers to gain an
overview of the main institutions of English Civil Procedure, including
mediation and arbitration. It will render the English system of civil justice
accessible to law students in the US, practitioners of law, professors, judges,
and policy-makers.
Commercial and business disputes can be dealt with in a myriad of different
courts including the general lists in the High Court and county courts in the
UK, as well as the specialized commercial court and mercantile court. This
book is a major new work designed for barristers and solicitors who bring
cases in the different business courts in the UK. Practice and procedure in
the various courts is compared and contrasted to assist the selection of the
most appropriate court for a particular dispute. The extensive commentary
is complemented with procedural guides, forms and precedents, and the full
text of the appropriate practice directions for each of the business courts is
included.
This book examines how existing arbitration procedures can be adapted to
cope with disputes stemming from internet transactions.
Handbook on International Commercial Arbitration
Commercial Dispute Processing and Japan
The Three Paths of Justice
An Annotated Guide
Jurisdiction and Arbitration Clauses in Maritime Transport Documents

Under globalization, the resolution of commercial disputes
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across national borders is assuming ever greater importance.
This groundbreaking study explores a range of possible
approaches, both within the established legal infrastructure,
and through alternative, not only arbitration, but also nonconfrontational means such as negotiation and
mediation/conciliation. The Japanese experience in dispute
processing is taken as a means of exploring the ways in which
international harmonization efforts such as the UNCITRAL
Model Law impact on individual nations. As an Asian nation
which has adopted and adapted a variety of Western practices
under modernization and democratization, Japan is in a unique
position to offer a balanced global example--a model for a more
comprehensive approach to disputes as an integrated multilayered system. The book will be of interest to the scholar and
practitioner of trans-national/cultural commercial dispute
processing as well as those who are involved in the law reform
technical cooperation.
International Commercial Arbitration is an authoritative 4,250
page treatise, in three volumes, providing the most
comprehensive commentary and analysis, on all aspects of the
international commercial arbitration process that is available.
The Third Edition of International Commercial Arbitration has
been comprehensively revised, expanded and updated, To
include all legislative, judicial and arbitral authorities, and
other materials in the field of international arbitration prior to
June 2020. It also includes expanded treatment of annulment,
recognition of awards, counsel ethics, arbitrator independence
and impartiality and applicable law. The revised 4,250 page text
contains references to more than 20,000 cases, awards and
other authorities and will enhance the treatise’s position as the
world’s leading work on international arbitration. The first and
second editions of International Commercial Arbitration have
been routinely relied on by courts and arbitral tribunals around
the world ((including the highest courts of the United States,
United Kingdom, Singapore, India, Hong Kong, New Zealand,
Australia, the Netherlands and Canada) and international
arbitral tribunals (including ICC, SIAC, LCIA, AAA, ICSID, SCC
and PCA), e.g.: U.S. Supreme Court – GE Energy Power
Conversion France SAS, Corp. v. Outokumpu Stainless USA,
LLC, 590 U.S. - (U.S. S.Ct. 2020); BG Group plc v. Republic of
Argentina, 572 U.S. 25 (U.S. S.Ct. 2014); Canadian Supreme
Court – Uber v. Heller, 2020 SCC 16 (Canadian S.Ct.); Yugraneft
Corp. v. Rexx Mgt Corp., [2010] 1 R.C.S. 649, 661 (Canadian
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S.Ct.); U.K. Supreme Court – Jivraj v. Hashwani [2011] UKSC
40, ¶78 (U.K. S.Ct.); Dallah Real Estate & Tourism Holding Co.
v. Ministry of Religious Affairs, Gov’t of Pakistan [2010] UKSC
46 (U.K. S.Ct.); Swiss Federal Tribunal – Judgment of 25
September 2014, DFT 5A_165/2014 (Swiss Fed. Trib.); Indian
Supreme Court – Bharat Aluminium v. Kaiser Aluminium, C.A.
No. 7019/2005, ¶¶138-39, 142, 148-49 (Indian S.Ct. 2012);
Singapore Court of Appeal – Rakna Arakshaka Lanka Ltd v.
Avant Garde Maritime Servs. Ltd, [2019] 2 SLR 131 (Singapore
Ct. App.); PT Perusahaan Gas Negara (Persero) TBK v. CRW
Joint Operation, [2015] SGCA 30 (Singapore Ct. App.); Larsen
Oil & Gas Pte Ltd v. Petroprod Ltd, [2011] SGCA 21, ¶19
(Singapore Ct. App.); Australian Federal Court – Hancock
Prospecting Pty Ltd v. Rinehart, [2017] FCAFC 170 (Australian
Fed. Ct.); Hague Court of Appeal – Judgment of 18 February
2020, Case No. 200.197.079/01 (Hague Gerechtshof); Arbitral
Tribunals – Lao Holdings NV v. Lao People's Democratic
Republic I, Award in ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/12/6, 6 August
2019; Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela,
Decision regarding the Claimant’s and the Respondent’s
Requests for Corrections, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, 15
December 2014; Total SA v. The Argentine Republic, Decision
on Stay of Enforcement of the Award, ICSID Case No.
ARB/04/01, 4 December 2014; Millicom Int'l Operations B.V. v.
Republic of Senegal, Decision on Jurisdiction of the Arbitral
Tribunal, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/20, 16 July 2010; Lemire v.
Ukraine, Dissenting Opinion of Jürgen Voss, ICSID Case No.
ARB/06/18, 1 March 2011.
This handbook will assist the practitioner, whether lawyer,
counsel or arbitrator, in some of the practical minefields of
international commercial arbitration. It considers the typical
course of an international commercial arbitral proceeding,
from deciding what claims may be arbitrated to calculating
damages and the contents of an award, giving guidance and
sample documents for each step. It also provides an extensive
discussion of discovery and the presentation of evidence during
hearings. This will work in aid the efficiency of the arbitral
process, especially by reducing time and cost. For counsel and
arbitrators alike, it provides a convenient reference work for
the problems that inevitably arise in the procedural and
substantive steps in arbitration. Analyzing the relevant law and
rules from a range of jurisdictions and international arbitral
institutions, the Handbook is a truly invaluable companion for
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everyone involved in international commercial arbitration.
This new and updated English language edition of an acclaimed
French language text guides practitioners through the
international arbitration process from beginning to end. It
covers each step of arbitral procedure, from the conclusion of
the arbitration agreement to the enforcement of the arbitral
award, from a comparative standpoint, helping practitioners
decide which jurisdiction / institution's rules they wish to be
bound by. beginning, middle and end of an international
commercial arbitration; compares the rules in each of the
major arbitration jurisdictions at each stage of the process;
pinpoints strengths and weaknesses of arbitration in each
jurisdiction; supplies detailed advice on topics such as the
arbitration agreement, how to progress a case, the award and
enforcement of the award; reproduces a comprehensive
selection of comparative materials, drawn from the UNCITRAL
and UN texts, as well as national legislation from Sweden,
Belgium, Germany, England, Italy, Holland, France and
Switzerland; and features materials on the form and content of
arbitral deliberations not normally available in the public
domain.
Goode and McKendrick on Commercial Law
The Law Relating to International Commercial Disputes
ADR, Arbitration, and Mediation
A Comparative Analysis of the English, German and Swiss Legal
Order
Merkin and Flannery on the Arbitration Act 1996
A Practical Approach to Alternative Dispute Resolution provides a
comprehensive and easily digestible commentary on all the major areas of
resolution of disputes out of court. Designed to support teaching and
learning on the Bar Professional Training Course, it will also be of interest
to practitioners who are looking for a clear exposition of the range of ADR
processes. Written by an authoritative and highly respected author team, A
Practical Approach to Alternative Dispute Resolution contains a range of
features designed to enhance the reader's understanding of the key points,
including sample documentation, flow diagrams, tables, and examples
drawn from a range of different types of practice. Numerous crossreferences to relevant websites and further resources are also provided.
This fourth edition has been brought fully up to date to reflect current
practice and issues affecting ADR. The book's expanded coverage also
makes it a suitable text for LLM courses on ADR. Online Resource Centre Updates to cases and procedures - Useful links for each chapter - Diagrams
and figures from the book
Practice and Procedures of the Commercial Court is primarily intended as a
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reference for those who practice in the Court, it also sets those practices
and procedures in context, including the Commercial Court’s history. It
includes the principles and procedure for obtaining and discharging
freezing injunctions and the procedures for The Court’s supervisory
jurisdiction over arbitrations as well.
This book sets out the way that, through enhanced private antitrust
enforcement reform, private international law has a pivotal role in EU
competition law disputes with an international element. The author offers a
thorough analysis of the post-2003 policy of the EU favouring private law
enforcement of EU competition law and its implementation under the
existing provisions for jurisdiction and recognition and enforcement of
foreign judgments under the Brussels I regime. The book also considers
how the jurisdiction, recognition and enforcement of judgments issues are
dealt with in England under the common law rules applicable when Brussels
I does not apply. The complex private international law problems in respect
of cross-border class actions that have arisen in several countries, as well
as judgments in relation to antitrust infringements, are also discussed. The
author further examines the choice of law issues that may arise before the
English courts under Rome I and Rome II. The potential problems regarding
jurisdiction of arbitral tribunals and choice of law in arbitral proceedings in
relation to EU competition law claims, and the jurisdiction of English courts
in proceedings ancillary to arbitration claims, are dealt with accordingly.
Conflict of Laws provides a straight-forward and accessible introduction to
English private international law. It examines the jurisdiction of English
courts (and whether their judgments are enforced and recognized
overseas) and the effect of foreign judgments in England. Recent years
have seen an increased ‘Europeanization’ of English Law which has
transformed the subject and this fifth edition takes into account key recent
developments and regulations including proposed changes to Brussels I,
Rome II, The Maintenance Regulation, Rome III, the proposed Rome IV and
the proposed Succession Regulation. Harding provides students with a
clear understanding using pedagogic methods such as; Key Issues
checklists at the start of every chapter to help track important points for
further study Figures are used to aid understanding through visual learning
Further Reading is included at the end of every chapter to enourage and
support additional study Further developments addressed in the fifth
edition include: • The use of common law doctrines in EU cases such as
West Tankers. • The EU imperative for family relationships to be recognized
across the EU in the context of citizen’s rights. • Civil Partnerships and
recognition of same sex partnership. • Rome III, Rome IV and the
distinction between maintenance and matrimonial property. • Adoption,
Parental Responsibility and International Child Abduction • Surrogacy and
Assisted Reproduction Conflict of Laws is an ideal choice for undergraduate
and postgraduate students seeking a comprehensive yet accessible
introduction to private international law.
Courts' Inquiry into Arbitral Jurisdiction at the Pre-Award Stage
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Arbitration Practice and Procedure
Interlocutory and Hearing Problems
Jurisdiction and Judgments in Relation to EU Competition Law Claims
Arbitration Law
Provides a comprehensive and up to date account of the law related to arbitration.
With the development of international arbitration globally and London as a leading arbitration
centre, the need for knowledge of the subject extends to a wider legal audience. A Practical
Guide to International Arbitration in London takes a pragmatic look at how to run an
international arbitration with a London seat. It explores on a stage-by-stage basis the tactical,
procedural and legal issues that need to be considered in an international arbitration in London
from the perspective of the arbitral process, including its relationship with the support given by
the English courts. The book also examines the role of the English courts in assisting foreign
arbitrations.
Remedies in Construction Law brings together various well - established strands of the law and
considers practical remedies for breach of contract and tort in connection with construction
projects. This is the first time that the subject of remedies has been approached in this way with
regard to construction law specifically. The book also includes chapters on how to resolve a
dispute through different methods of alternative dispute resolutions.
Transnational Construction Arbitration addresses topical issues in the field of dispute resolution
in construction contracts from an international perspective. The book covers the role of arbitral
institutions, arbitration and dispute resolution clauses, expert evidence, dispute adjudication
boards and emergency arbitrator procedures, investment arbitration and the enforcement of
arbitral awards. These topics are addressed by leading experts in the field, thus providing an
insightful analysis that should be of interest for practitioners and academics alike.
The Arbitration Act 1996
Comparative Law of International Arbitration
Transnational Construction Arbitration
Cross-border Internet Dispute Resolution
Conflict of Laws

Jurisdiction and arbitration clauses are two different mechanisms that help to
ensure impartiality and predictability in international dispute resolution.
Despite their benefits, these clauses can be inconvenient for parties that are
forced to litigate before distant fora. Moreover, particular problems arise in
the context of maritime transport documents. Based on a broad comparative
approach, this study seeks to explain the existing rules within their legal
context and to develop a coherent system for such clauses, which takes into
account the underlying interests as well as economic theory. While offering
detailed answers to most issues surrounding jurisdiction and arbitration
clauses in maritime transport documents, the book confronts the fundamental
question of the limits of freedom of contract in an international setting.
This book examines how the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement
of Foreign Arbitral Awards, commonly known as The New York Convention,
has been understood and applied in [insert number] jurisdictions, including
virtually all that are leading international arbitration centers. It begins with a
general report surveying and synthesizing national responses to a large
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number of critical issues in the Convention’s interpretation and application. It
is followed by national reports, all of which are organized in accordance with
a common questionnaire raising these critical issues. Following introductory
remarks, each report addresses the following aspects of the Convention which
include its basic implementation within the national legal system;
enforcement by local courts of agreements to arbitrate (including grounds for
withholding enforcement), recognition and enforcement of foreign awards by
local courts under the Convention (including grounds for denying recognition
and enforcement), and essential procedural issues in the courts’ conduct of
recognition and enforcement. Each report concludes with an overall
assessment of the Convention’s interpretation and application on national
territory and recommendations, if any, for reform. The New York Convention
was intended to enhance the workings of the international arbitral system,
primarily by ensuring that arbitral awards are readily recognizable and
enforceable in States other than the State in which they are rendered, subject
of course to certain safeguards reflected by the Convention’s limited grounds
for denying recognition or enforcement. It secondarily binds signatory states
to enforce the arbitration agreements on the basis of which awards under the
Convention will be rendered. Despite its exceptionally wide adoption and its
broad coverage, the New York Convention depends for its efficacy on the
conduct of national actors, and national courts in particular. Depending on the
view of international law prevailing in a given State, the Convention may
require statutory implementation at the national level. Beyond that, the
Convention requires of national courts an apt understanding of the principles
and policies that underlie the Convention’s various provisions. Through its indepth coverage of the understandings of the Convention that prevail across
national legal systems, the book gives practitioners and scholars a muchimproved appreciation of the New York Convention “on the ground.”
Bills of exchange and bankers' documentary credits are the fundamental
financial instruments and mechanism of settlement for international trading
transactions. Bills of Exchange and Bankers' Documentary Credits, 4th
Edition provides a highly readable, yet in-depth account of the law and
practice relating to bills of exchange, cheques and bankers documentary
credits. The authors explain how the Bills of Exchange and other instruments
work in practice, drawing particular attention to the problems which are
likely to arise and how best to resolve them. Furthermore, because the parties
to financial transactions are often based in different countries, it deals with
jurisdiction and choice of law to enable you to make the most informed and
profitable choices.
This book explores from an English law and Institutional perspective the
various types of injunctive relief that are available to a party before and
during arbitral proceedings. In particular, this book examines the basis of the
power of English Courts to grant such injunctions and explains when such
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injunctions will be granted. It considers any limitations attached to such
injunctions and the relationship between section 44 of the Arbitration Act
1996 and section 37 of the Senior Courts Act 1981. It also provides an indepth analysis of case law and the emerging trends in this area of arbitration,
as well as the powers of arbitrators under the ICC and LCIA Rules to grant
such relief and other remedies that might be available to a party seeking to
uphold an arbitration agreement. This book will be a vital reference tool for
practitioners, arbitrators and postgraduate students.
Enforceability of Multi-Tiered Dispute Resolution Clauses
A Commentary
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards
Remedies in Construction Law
Bills of Exchange and Bankers' Documentary Credits
This book is the essential reference work for practitioners and academics who need to understand
the Arbitration Act 1996. Each section of the Act has been considered and detailed notes are
included of relevant decisions of the courts. Particular care has been taken to explain the sometimes
complex relationship between the new law and the old rules it replaces. way. The replaced
Arbitration Acts of 1950, 1975 and 1979 are included as appendices for ease of reference, as well as
the New York Convention on the Recognition of Foreign Arbitral Awards and the UNCITRAL
Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration.
The Practitioner's Handbook on International Commercial Arbitration provides concise country
reports on important jurisdictions for international arbitral proceedings, as well as commentaries on
well-known arbitration rules which are frequently incorporated in international legal agreements.
Most international commercial contracts now include an arbitration clause as an alternative to
resolving disputes in the state courts. This second edition of the Practitioner's Handbook includes
newly updated country chapters, expanded international coverage and commentary on the most
important arbitration rules worldwide. It is written by world-leading arbitration practitioners and
academics and combines a practical approach with in-depth legal research and analysis of important
national and international case law. The book is unique in its coverage, providing uniformly
designed country reports and thorough commentaries on internationally recognized arbitration
rules in just one volume. There are individual chapters for the following countries: Austria, Belgium,
China & Hong Kong, England, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Singapore, Sweden,
Switzerland, USA. Each country report covers: jurisdiction, the tribunal, arbitration procedure, the
award, amendments and challenge to the award, liability of arbitrators and enforcement of national
awards; and provides details of national arbitration laws, arbitral institutions in the jurisdiction,
model arbitration clauses and a bibliography, including a list of key judicial decisions. The first
edition was reviewed as "an outstanding book" and "an extremely useful tool". The work is an
indispensable one-stop reference point for lawyers drafting international arbitration clauses or
handling arbitration proceedings in different countries.
This book deals with the contractual platform for arbitration and the application of contractual
norms to the parties' dispute. Arbitration and agreement are inter-linked in three respects: (i) the
agreement to arbitrate is itself a contract; (ii) there is scope (subject to clear consensual exclusion) in
England for monitoring the arbitral tribunal's fidelity and accuracy in applying substantive English
contract law; (iii) the subject-matter of the arbitration is nearly always a ‘contractual’ matter.
These three elements underlie this work. They appear as Part I (arbitration is founded on
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agreement), Part II (monitoring accuracy), Part III (synopsis of the English contractual rules
frequently encountered within arbitration). The book will be a useful resource to foreign lawyers or
English non-lawyers, English lawyers seeking a succinct discussion, and to arbitral tribunals.
This book analyses the contractual mechanisms requiring parties to exhaust a selected amicable
dispute resolution procedure before proceedings in court or arbitration are initiated. It briefly
explains the phenomenon of integrated dispute resolution, outlines ADR methods commonly used
in multi-tiered clauses and presents the overview of standard clauses published by various ADR
providers and professional bodies. The core of the analysis is devoted to the enforceability of multitiered clauses under the legal systems of England and Wales, Germany, France and Switzerland. It is
essential reading for practitioners and academics working in this area.
Court Proceedings, Arbitration, and Mediation in England
Merkin and Flannery on the Arbitration ACT 1996
Arbitration Act 1996
Reinsurance Arbitrations
A Practical Guide to International Arbitration in London
Arbitration Act 1996An Annotated GuideInforma Pub
"This book offers a practical one-stop guide to practice and
procedure in the Commercial Court. It draws together the multiplicity
of rules, practice directions and procedures applicable at the
various stages of commercial court actions, saving invaluable time.
The developments encompassed in the fifth edition include the effect
of the Civil Procedure Rules, the Commercial Court Practice
Direction, the Commercial Court Guide, the Civil Evidence Act 1995
and the Arbitration Act 1996. As well as providing a clear
explanation of each of the rules, the authors also include expert
analysis of their practical implications."
Following events such as the 2008 credit crunch and financial crisis,
many sectors of the economy suffered; nevertheless, reinsurance
managed to maintain its strong position in the market industry and
the global economic arena. Arbitration has traditionally been used in
reinsurance, due in no small part to its effective, time- and costefficient nature. Hence, reinsurance contracts often include
arbitration clauses requiring that any and all disputes arising under
the contract be resolved by arbitration. The current work provides an
in-depth treatment of reinsurance arbitrations and the various issues
they entail in the most representative jurisdictions for such
arbitrations. It also aims to pave the way for future directions of
arbitration in the context of reinsurance. Any participant in the
reinsurance market arena looking for a roadmap to the fascinating
legal environment in which reinsurance arbitrations operate would be
well advised to have this book on hand.
Devoted to commercial disputes, this text describes the framework for
the resolution of disputes and helps the reader ask three basic
questions: can the dispute be resolved in England?; what law is
applicable?; and will a foreign judgment be recognized? - as well as
other related problems. It covers aspects of the law that are
relevant for commercial situations - such as arbitration law,
provisional measures, and international legal personality, and
includes those areas of private international law which are relevant
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to mainstream commercial practice. This second edition takes in
recent developments, including the Arbitration Act 1996 and Part III
of the Private International Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1995.
Other features for this edition include an expanded section on choice
of law in restitution.
The Practice and Procedure of the Commercial Court
Practitioner's Handbook on International Commercial Arbitration
Arbitration and Contract Law
Commercial and Mercantile Courts Litigation Practice
Lloyd's Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly
This book is an essential resource for anybody involved in arbitration. It is an updated section-bysection commentary on the Arbitration Act 1996, split into a separate set of notes for each section, and
subdivided into the relevant issues within that section. It contains elements of international comparative
law, citing authorities from many other common law and civil law jurisdictions. Beyond the development
of law since the last edition, this sixth edition contains new practical features to aid the reader. Each
section now has a new contents table, with each separate topic set out clearly and in a logical order,
which acts as reminder for the reader. Further, each separate topic now has a specific individual
reference, and the topics are grouped in a more systematic and logical way within each section, to
improve readability. The book is primarily aimed at practitioners of arbitration both in the UK and
abroad, including solicitors, barristers, arbitrators and judges who are involved in the practice of
arbitration (whether domestic or international). It is also aimed at UK and international students of
international arbitration, especially in relation to the sections with comparative legal analysis and
comprehensive discussions on the interaction between the Arbitration Act 1996 and institutional
arbitration rules. Erratum: The authors regret that the new version of the LCIA Rules will not now be
published (or be applicable) until early 2020, due to unexpected circumstances. It is understood that
those Articles referred to in the text as the 2019 Rules will remain unchanged, albeit that the Rules when
in force should be and will be cited as the 2020 LCIA Rules. The authors accept responsibility for and
apologise for this error.
This is the fourth edition of this highly regarded work on the law of international commercial litigation
as practised in the English courts. As such it is primarily concerned with how commercial disputes
which have connections with more than one country are dealt with by the English courts. Much of the
law which provides the framework for the resolution of such disputes is derived from international
instruments, including recent Conventions and Regulations which have significantly re-shaped the law
in the European Union. The scope and impact of these European instruments is fully explained and
assessed in this new edition. The work is organised in four parts. The first part considers the jurisdiction
of the English courts and the recognition and enforcement in England of judgments granted by the
courts of other countries. This part of the work, which involves analysis of both the Brussels I
Regulation and the so-called traditional rules, includes chapters dealing with jurisdiction in personam
and in rem, anti-suit injunctions and provisional measures. The work's second part focuses on the rules
which determine whether English law or the law of another country is applicable to a given situation.
The part includes a discussion of choice of law in contract and tort, with particular attention being
devoted to the recent Rome I and Rome II Regulations. The third part of the work includes three new
chapters on international aspects of insolvency (in particular, under the EC Insolvency Regulation) and
the final part focuses on an analysis of legal aspects of international commercial arbitration. In
particular, this part examines: the powers of the English courts to support or supervise an arbitration;
the effect of an arbitration agreement on the jurisdiction of the English courts; the law which governs an
arbitration agreement and the parties' dispute; and the recognition and enforcement of foreign
arbitration awards.
This edition provides an up-to-date and practical guide to the Arbitration Act 1996. It examines the
problems encountered on a day- to-day basis by professional advisers, lawyers, arbitrators, expert
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witnesses and parties to arbitration.
This book, now in its fourth edition, provides a clear and comprehensive review of the present state of
the UK's Arbitration Act 1996. The book explains the deliberations that led to the passing of the Act and
then examines the Act's provisions in detail, emphasizing how its sections have been interpreted, while
also highlighting particular problem areas. The commentary includes references to the UK's Civil
Procedure Rules as they affect applications to the court, and is cross-referred to the Departmental
Advisory Committee Reports upon which the Act is based. The full text of the Act, Part 62 of the Civil
Procedure Rules, and the UK Departmental Advisory Committee reports are also discussed. The most
important cases covered since the last edition, include: ASM Shipping v Harris * ASM Shipping v TTMI
Ltd * Albon v Naza Motor Trading * Elektrim SA v Vivendi Universal * Gater Assets v Nak Naftogaz
Ukrainy * Kohn v Wagschal * OAO Northern Shipping Co v Remolcadores De Marin SL * Premium
Collected Essays
Guide to the Arbitration Act 1996
A Practical Approach to Alternative Dispute Resolution
6th Edition
Injunctive Relief and International Arbitration
Disputes in day-to-day commercial dealings are inevitable and
arbitration as a means of conflict resolution is becoming more
widespread. This book details all the changes made to legislation by
the Arbitration Act 1996 and their possible consequences. The author
guides the reader through the considerations that led to the passing
of the Act, and then examines the new Act's provisions in detail.
" The various developments and changes in the field of arbitration,
coupled with the large sums and important issues which are so often
at stake in them, mean that a new book providing a comprehensive
overview on the topic from an authoritative source is not merely very
welcome: it is positively needed by professionals involved in
arbitration and their clients. It is hard to think of an organisation
better qualified to sponsor such a book than the Chartered Institute
of Arbitrators, with its enormous experience and authority in the
field. It is also hard to conceive of a more impressive and well
qualified group of contributors to such a book than the list of
people who Julio CEsar Betancourt and Jason A. Crook have included in
this volume. Lord Neuberger of AbbotsburyPresident of the Supreme
Court of the United Kingdom The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators is
a learned society that works in the public interest to promote and
facilitate the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
mechanisms. Founded in 1915 and with a Royal Charter granted in 1979,
it is a UK-based institution that has gained international presence
in more than 100 countries and has more than 13,000 professionally
qualified members around the world. Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators 12 Bloomsbury Square London, United Kingdom WC1A 2LP T:
+44 (0)20 7421 7444 www.ciarb.org Registered Charity: 803725
International Commercial Arbitration is the fastest growing dispute
settlement discipline. The complexities surrounding its regulatory
framework combined with an ever-increasing and constantly evolving
set of acts, rules, guidelines, protocols, regulations, national
legislation, international treaties, and so on may appear daunting at
first glance. This ""collection of documents"" or ""supplementary
material"" is designed to provide the essential reading for all those
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who are eager to pursue a career in international arbitration. It
will also appeal to arbitration practitioners wishing to have easy
access to over 700 pages of arbitration-related resources.""
The sixth edition of the authoritative and acclaimed commercial law
text 'A great book ... will be equally useful to legal practitioners,
students and business people' Financial Times This sixth edition of
Goode on Commercial Law, now retitled Goode and McKendrick on
Commercial Law, remains the first port of call for the modern day
practitioner with its theoretical and practical coverage of
commercial law in both a national and an international context. Now
updated to cover the most recent legal and technical changes, this
highly acclaimed and authoritative text, which is regularly cited by
all courts from the Supreme Court downwards, combines a deep
theoretical analysis of foundational principles with a practical
approach in the context of typical commercial and financial
transactions. It is also replete with diagrams and specimen forms
covering a wide range of transactions. 'Searching analysis and
meticulous exposition coupled with a lucid clarity of style and a
relaxed lightness of touch combine to make the book not only
compulsory but compulsive reading for anyone interested in its field'
Law Quarterly Review 'A work of immense scholarship ... Professor
Goode's work must be as nearly exhaustive as can be possible and as
produced by Penguin is a triumph of paperback publishing' Solicitor's
Journal 'Clear and comprehensive ... The student and practitioner
will find it indispensable; the interested layperson too will benefit
from it as a work of reference' British Business 'A veritable tour de
force' Business Law Review
Carbonneau on International Arbitration
The Interpretation and Application of the New York Convention by
National Courts
A Comparative Analysis
International Commercial Arbitration
International Commercial Disputes
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